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objectives

What material can we use in 
the fabrication of a low 
energy consuming laser?

what's the optimal structure for 
the study of optical properties 
of In quantum dots?

How do we efficiently control 
the etching process of the SI 
part of the wafer?



What material can we use in the fabrication 
of a low energy consuming laser?

 Gallium Nitride or GaN is an artificial element

 It is a great electrical and thermal conductor 

 Has amazing optical properties(that makes it our primary choice for this 
project)



What’s the optimal structure for the study of 
optical properties of InGaN quantum dost?

Microcavity



Key terminologies

 Dry etching: is done by placing the wafer at in a vacuum environment 20m 
torr, exposing it to different gases (C4F8 and SF6 for the SI wafer) and 
exposing it to ions at a certain frequency. That will result in a reaction that 
will cut the reactant away. The longer the exposure the deeper the cut.

 Wet oxidation: it consist of the oxidation of the wafer by exposing it to O2 at 
high temperature to accelerate the process.

 Wet etching : is the use of acid to react and cut away part of the 
wafer.(oxidized part)

 SEM imaging : the use of scan electron microscope to observe and 
measure the result of the previous steps.



Sample  601
To Gain More Control of the 

Pillar-Making Process
CAP

Si

CAP

Si

CAP

a) Oxidation (cap 
may  also oxidize a 
bit: ignore for the 
moment.

Si

CAP

b) Selective removal 
of the oxide

Continue until you get the desired pillar thickness



Previous work

 Unable to control the etching process

 Pillars are not strong enough



More examples of the problems with just using Si wet etching (2)



(This is the actual process for the experiments we have been doing – calibrating the etch rate of Si. )

Si

SiO2
Bead

Si

SiO2
Bead

Starting off with Si only.

Si

Placing a hard mask Reactive ion etch

 Oxidation at 800 C for different lengths of 
times.

 Remove oxides formed in HF.
 Measure the difference in diameters of 

the Si post using (wbefore – wafter)

Si

Wbefore

Si

Wafter



Masking 
procedure
 Beads are charging when 

placed on the silicon 
without conductors.



Etching
procedure
 Sample etched for 2 

minutes with beads and 
after wet oxidation hf etch.



Etching procedure



Etching
procedure
 RIE-8 etched for 8minutes

 Height:1.292 um

 Width:1.967um



GaN

Si

SiO2
Bead

I II III

IV V VI

Ions

SiO2 oxide

Starting wafer Placing a hard mask Reactive ion etch

Reactive ion etch Oxidation at 800 C Oxide removal in HF

(This is our intended fabrication process for a piece of GaN material to form GaN microdisks.)
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